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Yugioh duel links dark magician fusions

Table of ContentsRequired Card Boxs Deck Example How to Use Other Useful Cards Required Cards Example Deck Star Seraph Engine Version --------- [Skill] DescriptionUserSee You Later! Select 1 monster that you control and who you originally own. Put the chosen monster back in your hand. This skill can only be used once per Duel.Mokuba Kaiba (DSOD) Standard version -------- [Skill]
descriptionUserBalanceYour starting hand will reflect the state of your deck card. This skill will not be activated unless you have at least 6 of each type of card (Monster, Spell, and Trap) in your deck.Common Magician Girl Version -------- [Skill] descriptionUserSee you Later! Select 1 monster that you control and who you originally own. Put the chosen monster back in your hand. This skill can only be used once
per duel. Mokuba Kaiba (DSOD) How to use Star Seraph Engine Star Seraph ScepterLIGHT Fairy ★4ATK 1800 / DEF 400Infinite Ray [UR]When this card is normal or specially called: You can add 1 Star Seraph monster from your deck to your hand, except Star Seraph Scepter. Xyz Monster that is called using 3 or more monsters, including this card in the field, because Xyz Materials gets this effect.● When
Xyz is called: You can target 1 other card in the field; destroy it, and if you do, you can draw 1 card. Star Seraph Scepter can search the Star Seraph monster when normal or specially called. While if used as Xyz material for Xyz Monster of 3 materials, Scepters allows this monster to destroy the card as soon as that monster is called, and you can draw a card if you succeed. Keep in the beginning that Scepter's
effects can be used as many times as possible. Star Seraph SovereigntyLIGHT Fairy ★4ATK 800/DEF 2000Infinite Ray [SR]cannot be used as Xyz material for Xyz Summon, except Xyz Summon which uses 3 or more monsters as Xyz materials. If a normal or special call Star Seraph monster(s), except during the damage step: You can specifically call this card out of hand, and if you do, draw 1 card, then you
can specifically call it if it is a monster Star Seraph. Star Seraph Sovereignty can be especially invited when the monster Star Seraph is normally or specially invited, and then immediately draw 1 card. Note that Sovereignty can only be used as Xyz material for Xyz Monster of 3 materials. Combo Extender Dark Illusion MagicianDARK Spellcaster ★7ATK 2100 / DEF 2500Arkana [UR]The name of this card
becomes dark magician while in the field. You can use each of these dark illusion magician effects only once per turn.● During the turn of the opponent, if you activate the Spell/Trap card or effect (except during the Damage Step): You can specifically call this card out of hand.● If you activate the Spell/Trap card or effect while this card is face up in your field (except Damage steps): You target 1 Dark magician in
your graveyard; Special Summon it. This effect can only be used once while this card is face up in the field. The Dark Illusions magician is activated in response to your Magic/Trap activations that allow you to combine for field presence. A magician of dark illusions is a good monster for a special call from your magician navigation deck. This is preparing for another dark magician invoking using a magician's dark
illusion effect with magicians navigating your graveyard as a trigger. The effect of removing the Dark Magic Circle can be activated when you specifically invite a magician of dark illusion. On the other hand, the effect of removing the Dark Magic Circle activated during your opponent's turn can prompt the invocation of the Dark Illusion magician or magician of another Dark Illusion effect if activated during the turn
of any player. Timaeus' eye can be used on a magician of dark illusion. This will consume its second effect, allowing you to revive the Dark Magician just before the Dark Illusion magician leaves the field as a fusion material. Dark Magician &amp; Dwarf Star Dragon Planeter Dwarf Star Dragon PlaneterLIGHT Dragon ★4ATK 1700/DEF 1200Ranked Rewards [SR]Once per turn, during the final stage, if this card
was normally called to this turn: You can add 1 level 7 LIGHT or DARK monster from your deck to hand. Normally invite a dwarf dragon planeter star to bring in a Dark Magician. Waiting until the final stage to run a search isn't really a problem, as you'll also have to wait for the newly set navigation to go live. Magician Motor Chocolate Magician GirlWATER Spellcaster ★4ATK 1600 / DEF 1000Dark Dimension
[UR]Once per turn: You can discard 1 Spellcaster-type monster; draw 1 card. Once per turn, if this card is targeted for attack: You can target 1 Spellcaster-type monster in your cemetery, except chocolate magician; Special Summon it, then change the target of the attack on it, and if you do, the ATK monster it attacks becomes half of its current ATK. Because they haven't been able to run Magicians Rod,
Chocolate MagicIan Girl is a good alternative to boosting consistency. Its effect allows you to cycle the deck and hopefully draw into the Dark Magic Circle. If you have a magician of dark illusion, discard it to indirectly protect Chocolate Magician Girl. Berry Magician GirlEARTH Spellcaster ★1ATK 400 /DEF 400Dark Dimension [SR]If this card is normally called: You can add 1 monster Magician from your deck to
your arm. Once per turn, during the turn of any player, when your opponent activates a card or effect that targets this card or targets this card to attack: You can change the fighting position of this card, and if it does Special Summon 1 Magician Girl monster from your deck, except Berry Magician Girl. Search the chocolate magician or another Berry Magician Girl by invitation. Her second effect allows you to bring
another chocolate. Chocolate. Girl. Basically Berry is used for her good searching effect and to have an extra body on board. In addition, your magic girls provide good food for illusion magic. Special Summon Dark Magic CurtainNormal SpellArkana [UR]Pay half your LP; Special call 1 Dark magician from your deck. You cannot summon other monsters the moment you activate this tab (but you can set). Activate
the curtain when you have a Dark Magic Circle on board for maximum effect. Navigation requires you to have a Dark Magician on your arm, so the Curtain is often more reliable. However, the limitation of invoking somehow hurts because you can't keep up with other combinations. Another card you can use for Special Summon Dark Magician for LP charges. Normally, you'd pick a Dark Magician in a cemetery
for a special invocation, so you wouldn't lose anything in the number of resources overall. But if you have a magician of dark illusion on board, it might be more useful to specifically summon a dark magician out of your hand, and let a magician of dark illusions revive the Dark Magician in your graveyard. Removing the Dark Magic CircleContinuous SpellFuture Horizon [UR] Tabs When this tab is activated: See the
top 3 tabs of your deck, then you can discover 1 Dark Magician or 1 Spell/Trap Card that specifically lists the Dark Magician card, among them, and add it to your hand, also put the remaining cards at the top of the deck in any order. If the Dark Magician is normal or specially called to your field (except during the damage step): you can target 1 card controlled by your opponent; banish him. You can only use each
Dark Magic Circle effect once per turn. Add a dark magician to your arm and specially invite him with magician navigation. You can also retrieve magician navigation if you already have a dark magician on hand. This combination well with the second effect of the Dark Magic Circle, allowing you to banish the opposing card. Since magician navigation is a trap card, this combination can be used during your
opponent's distraction turn. Special Summoning Magician of Dark Illusion with its own effect will also trigger the effect of banishing the Dark Magic Circle. The Dark Illusion magician can, on another turn, reignite the removal of the Dark Magic Circle by reviving the Dark MagicIan. You can use the activation effect of the Dark Magic Circle can encourage a magician of dark illusion to revive the Dark Magician. If the
Dark Magician is already in the field, you can get Illusion Magic with the Dark Magic Circle search effect. You can retrieve another copy of the Dark Magic Circle that will be activated later. But keep in mind that only one effect of banishing the Dark Magic Circle can be activated during a turn. Field presence magician navigationNormal TrapGuardians of Rock Summon 1 Dark Magician from your hand, then Special
Summon 1 Level 7 or lower DARK Spellcaster-Type monster from your deck. If you're controlling the Dark Magician, except for the turn The card is sent to the cemetery: You can banish this card from your graveyard and then target the 1 face-up Spell/Trap Card that your opponent controls; has its effects negated until the end of this turn. Magician navigation allows you to specifically call a dark magician out of
your hand and a level 7 monster or a lower type dark spellcaster from your deck. Allowing you to take two dark magicians on the field to use as beaters and presence on the field. You can banish magician navigation from your graveyard to target the Spell/Trap Card face-up your opponent controls and deny its effects until the end of the turn. You can use this effect to prevent your opponent from searching the
Darklord card through the expulsion of the Darklords, the calling of elementary HERO Brave Neos through Neos Fusion, or even from mixing all the Attack Position monsters into the deck with drowned mirror force. Keep in mind that you can only activate this magician navigation effect if you control a dark magician and can't do it during the same turn Trap card is sent to the cemetery around TimaeusNormal
SpellGuardians of Rock [R](This card is also always treated as the Legendary Dragon Timaeus.) Target 1 Dark Magician Monster You Control; Fusion Summon 1 Fusion Monster from your Extra Deck listing that monster in the field as fusion material, using it as fusion material. You can only activate 1 Around Timaeus per turn. Around Timaeus, he's targeting a dark magician you control to make any of your extra
boy monsters. This increases the strength of the ceiling deck, but too many copies of eye of Timaeus can interfere with the consistency of its main strategy. You can target a magician with a dark illusion with the eye of Timaeus. This will allow you to revive the Dark Magician, while replacing the Dark Illusion magician with a much better beater with a disruptive effect. Amulet DragonDARK Dragon ★8ATK 2900 /
DEF 2500Guardians of Rock [UR]Dark Magician + 1 Dragon-Type monsterMust be Fusion Summoned with the above Fusion Materials or with The Eye of Timaeus, and can not be specifically invoked in other ways. If this card is specifically called: target any number of spell cards in any cemetery (min.1); banish these goals, and if you do, this card gets 100 ATK for each card expelled by this effect. If this card is
destroyed: You can target 1 monster spellcaster guy in your cemetery; A special call to that target. Invite Amulet Dragon to the decks that recycle the spells from the cemetery. The first deck that comes to mind is spellbooks, the expulsion of the Amulet Dragon strikes a crippling blow to this deck. The witch is also a deck recovering spells from the graveyard, but they can easily counter the expulsion of amulet
dragon with Witchcrafter Patronus and turn the situation around. The floating effect is good for reviving the Dark getting rid of what killed Amulet Dragon if if Dark magic circle active. Dark PaladinDARK Spellcaster ★8ATK 2900 / DEF 2400Crimson Kingdom [UR]Dark Magician + Buster BladerMora be called fusion and can not be specifically invited in other ways. During the turn for any player, when spell card is
activated: You can discard 1 card; deny activation, and if you do, destroy it. This card must be face up in the field to activate and address this effect. This card gets 500 ATK for each dragon guy monster on the field or in the graveyard of any player. Dark Paladin is usually called up against Fusion decks such as Neos Fusion, Lunalight and Invoked. Against these decks, preventing them from using their Fusion
spells essentially cripples their entire strategy. You should also look out for field spells and ritual spells, since these spells are also usually key cards in their decks. In mirror matches, Dark Paladin is very useful for denying enemies dark magic circle and Around Timaeus. In addition, there are a bunch of decks growing in popularity that have key Spell cards in their strategy. These decks include Spellbooks,
Witchcrafter, and Evil Eye. Dark Paladin can also be called up against the Dragon deck because of its ATK boost, giving it a higher power ceiling than the Dark Cavalry. Dark CavalryDARK Spellcaster ★8ATK 2800 / DEF 2300Master of Chaos [UR]Dark Magician + 1 Warrior monsterGains 100 ATK for each magic/trap on the field and in GYs. If this card attacks a monster from the Defensive Position, it inflicts a
penetrating battle. When a card or effect targeting a card in the field is activated (Quick Effect): You can discard 1 card; deny activation, and if you do, destroy it. Most of the time you will invoke the Dark Cavalry with a Timatial Eye. Its protection from targeting is arguably the most versatile among your Extra Deck monsters, capable of stopping most disorders. For added usefulness, you can also use this negation
to prevent your opponent from targeting their own monsters, stopping cards like Favorite Hero. On top of the negation, the ATK boost and piercing effect makes it as good as beater. All in all, which makes him a great threat on board. Extra Deck Number C39: Utopia RayLIGHT Warrior ★4ATK 2500/DEF 2000Infinite Ray [UR]3 Level 4 LIGHT Monsters You can also Xyz Summon this card using Number 39:
Utopia you control as Xyz material. (Xyz Materials attached to this monster also become Xyz Materials on this card.) You can separate 1 Xyz material from this card; gets 500 ATK and 1 monster that your opponent controls loses 1000 ATK, by the final stage. You must have 1,000 life points or less to activate and address this effect. Stellarknight DelterosLIGHT Warrior ★4ATK 2500 / DEF 2100Shining Hope
[UR]3 Level 4 Monsters While this card has Xyz Handout, your opponent cannot activate cards or effects when or a special call monster(s). Once per turn: You Vi separate 1 Xyz Handout from this card and then target 1 card in the field; destroy it. If this card is sent from the field to the cemetery: You can specifically call 1 tellarknight monster from your hand or deck. Number 39: UtopiaLIGHT Warrior ★4ATK 2500
/ DEF 2000Shining Hope [UR]2 Level 4 monstersA monster of any player declares attack: You can separate 1 Xyz Material from this card; deny the attack. When this card is targeted for attack, while there is no Xyz material: Destroy this card. Gagaga CowboyEARTH Warrior ★4ATK 1500 / DEF 2400Gaga XYZ [UR]2 Level 4 monstersOnce per turn: You can separate 1 Xyz Material from this card; Apply this
effect, depending on the current fighting position of this card.● Attacking position: If this card attacks the opponent's monster this turn, gets 1000 ATK, also the opposing monster loses 500 ATK, only during the damage step.● Position defense: Apply 800 damage to the opponent. Gaia Dragon, Thunder ChargerWIND Dragon ★7ATK 2600/DEF 2100Infinite Ray [SR]2 Level 7 Monsters You can also Xyz Summon
this card using Rank 5 or 6 Xyz Monster you control as Xyz material. (Xyz Materials attached to this monster also become Xyz Materials on this card.) If this card attacks a monster from the Defensive Position, you're inflicting a penetrating battle on your opponent. Number 91: Thunder Spark DragonLIGHT Dragon ★4ATK 2400/ DEF 2000Infinite Ray [SR]3 Level 4 monstersOnce per turn, you can activate 1 of
these effects.● Separate 3 Xyz materials from this card; destroy all other face-up monsters in the field.● Separate 5 Xyz materials from this card; destroy all cards controlled by your opponent. Diamond Dire WolfEARTH Beast ★4ATK 2000 / DEF 1200Voltage of the Metal [SR]2 Level 4 monstersOnce per turn: You can separate 1 Xyz material from this card and then target 1 Beast, Beast-Warrior, or winged
beast-type monster you control and 1 other card in the field; destroy them. Gagaga SamuraiEARTH Warrior ★4ATK 1900 /DEF 1600Shining Hope [SR]2 Level 4 MonstersOnce by Turn: You can separate 1 Xyz Material from this card and then target 1 Gagaga monster you control; It can make a second attack during each stage of the battle this turn. When another monster you control is targeted for attack while
this card is in an attack position: You can change this card to Defense Position, and if you do, change the target of the attack on this card and perform a damage calculation. Number 28: Titanic MothFIRE Insects ★7ATK 2400 / DEF 2200Shark Fang [R]2 Level 7 monsterSAs you do not control any other monster, this card can attack directly, but when it does so using this effect, the damage of the battle inflicted on
your opponent is halved. When this card harms your opponent's fight: You can separate 1 Xyz material from this card; cause 500 damages to your opponent for each card in your hand. Use magician and/or dark illusion magician as Titanic Moth is able to carry a ton of damage between its direct attack and burn damage. If it works, it can sometimes win some games. Other useful cards Magician's Robe
Magician's Rod Magicians RodDARK Spellcaster ★4ATK 1600 / DEF 100Arkana at lvl 23 &amp; 38 [SR]Card Trader [SR]Tour Guide's Mission Bingo Event [SR]When this card is normally called: You can add 1 magic/card trap from your deck to your hand, which specifically lists the Dark Magician card in its text. During the turn of the opponent, if you activate the Spell/Trap card or effect while this card is in your
cemetery (except during the damage step): You can pay homage to 1 spellcaster-type monster; add this card to your hand. You can only use each effect of the Magic Genus once per turn. When normally called, the MagicIan stick allows you to add from deck to hand Spell /Trap card that specifically specifies the Dark Magician card in its text. You can use this effect to search the Dark Magic Circle or magician
navigation. If you're using silent magician version of this deck, you can pay homage to Magician's Rod for Silent Magician. If you don't have both dark magic circle and magician navigation, the priority is to search the Dark Magic Circle, then use that to dig magician navigation. Control and protection of Kycoo the Ghost DestroyerDARK Spellcaster cemetery ★4ATK 1800 / DEF 700Burning Nova [UR] When this
card inflicts damage in a fight to your opponent: You can target up to 2 monsters in their graveyard; banish those targets. Your opponent can't banish cards from any player's graveyard. Kycoo can pull monsters from your monsters from your opponent's graveyard to disrupt a cemetery set up on decks such as Invoked Elemensaber and Lightsworn. It also serves to eliminate graveyard effects like kiteroid and
plaguespreader zombie. It is not quite so effective on Shiranui unless you banish Shiranui Spectralsword, because you will be the trigger for their effects. Kyco's second effect is amazing for protecting your cemetery from banishing effects and preventing opponents from using their own cemetery effects if the cost is expulsion, almost like the mini Necrovalley effect. Palladium Oracle Mahad Palladium Oracle
MahadDARK Spellcaster ★7ATK 2500 / DEF 2100Dark Dimension [UR]When you draw this tab: You can discover this tab; Special call him out of hand. If this card fights a DARK Monster, its ATK doubles only during the damage step. If this card is destroyed by a battle or card effect: You can specifically call 1 Dark Magician from your hand, deck or cemetery. Heat WaveNormal SpellRex Raptor on Lvl 33 [R]This
card can only be activated at the beginning of the main stage 1. No player can normally or specifically invoke the monster effect, until the next stage of the draw. Unlike Blue-Eyes which relies on its effect monster Dark Magician decks are able to state their own Monster only with your magic/trap support. This creates a nih in which the Heat Wave can be used for its full potential. Activate the heat wave at the
beginning of the turn, then invite the dark magician with a stellar explosion or magician's navigation. Since most decks rely heavily on monsters with effect, Heat Wave can preemptively rule out your opponent's next turn. Be careful not to use the Heat Wave during the turn you want to set up with Magicians Rod. Dark Magician Expanded Dark Magic ExpandedQuick SpellCard Trader [SR]Apply these effects in a
row, based on the number of Dark Magician and/or Dark Magician Girl in the field and in cemeteries.● 1+: 1 DARK Spellcaster-Type monster in the field gets 1000 ATK by the end of this turn.● 2+: This turn, Your opponent cannot activate the cards and effects in response to your Spell/Trap card or effect activation, also the Spell/Trap cards you control cannot be destroyed by your opponent's card effects.● 3+ :
DARK Spellcaster-Type monsters you currently control are unaffected by the effects of your opponent's card, until the end of this turn. Champion's Vigilance Champions VigilanceCounter TrapSeto Kaiba [SR]If you control level 7 or higher normal monster, when the monster would be called or a magic/trap card is activated: Deny the call or activation, and if you do, destroy that card. Hot New Top Anonymous five
days ago This deck was a little too heavy. There are not enough other support options for this deck to guarantee nerf for now. They should have published something new for this archetype by now. I feel like theirs isn't much I can do to support this deck. Try to build a deck and you'll see what I mean. Now it mostly has to rely on its fusion grants to get it, and that in my opinion is not very disruptive and does not
balance the deck well in its archetype. &lt;&lt; Anonymous 5days ago Reply Look at this way have semi-banned archetypal cards related to invoking a dark magician, which in turn reduces the chances of using dark magic circles of expulsion by forcing players to seek other means of invoking a dark magician in this case by destroying the balance of the deck. &lt;&lt; Anonymous 4 days ago Reply very nerf
balance first before you think about unlimiting any card. Anonymously deservedly nerfed, he said enough. &lt;&lt; Anonymous(Mah Boi) Anonymous Answer Without Balance I believe this will be a fairer deck and he doesn't need nerf. &lt;&lt; Anonymous Mah boi Reply There are many decks that use Balance but are not broken. The dark magic circle is the problem. &lt;&lt; Anonymous (Mah boi) Anonymous
response I agree. Before the introduction of the circuit dm is a mediocre entertainment meme deck. All other dm cards (rod, navigation, etc.) were published years ago and had 0 impacts Game. They shouldn't have hit navication imo. A boundary or a half-light on a circle would suffice. &lt;&lt; Anonymous(Mah boi) Anonymous 29 Days Ago Reply Dark Magic Magic should be limited to 1 instead of 2 Anonymous
and d and ot with hit ca n c e r decks.only braindea d noobs use this &lt;&lt; Anonymous Anonymous Reply prolly you are a  no skill shira kid, stay  &lt;&lt; Anonymous Anonymous Reply and hate shira too so s h ut your dum b mouth u a s hole f ag g ot s hi t.join dm on the banlist u s hi ra as s &lt;&lt; Anonymous Anonymous Reply All I can say is: Bro, why are you complaining if you're the one who taught all
the people how to play that dark magic, shadow game guys? Anonymously damage you degenerate fu c k k and gs is already looking at the abuse cards.hit the dwarf star will be hit.thx degens. Anonymous Haaghahaaha, no more 3x navigation for you. Now choose between Navigation &amp; Rod! &lt;&lt; Anonymous(Miri) Anonymous Response Stick at Border 3. Navigation also on border 3. You can only use 3
limit 3 cards in the deck. Now you can't run that many broken cards anymore. &lt;&lt; an anonymous response from Haha will see whose laughter when they release the apprentice. &lt;&lt; Faruk Aksoy Answers is clearly a konami laugh. &lt;&lt; Anonymous (Faruk Aksoy) Anonymous response ^this Anonymous so what about the male world? The anonymous time to ban  Izanagi's archbishop I'm here for the
funeral. Citrina Bricks 50% overated deck. &lt;&lt; Anonymous(Citrina) Anonymous response Even with a skill that manipulates their starting hand, they brick. &lt;&lt; anonymous anonymous response against me I almost never see an anonymous response from anonymous &lt;&lt; Anonymous (Citrina) But every time I face DM, they always have a very good starting hand &lt;&lt; Anonymous Fetih 1453 Answer
^You're in luck. I always turn myself in every time I know my opponent is playing DM Anonymous Not a big fan of the guy, but Dkayed suspects we should get some more dark magic support in the next minibox or main box, maybe the Oracle Man Palladium and Apprentice Magician... I hope we're Magi Magi Girl, too. I know for sure we'll never get a legendary magician of darkness. Too op for TCG, so too broken
for DL ... &lt;&lt; Anonymous answer yes it's kind of cheap but useless after all. Any effect is unfair if you let him do what he wants, people recommend getting floodgates and Canadia for reasons like this; strong effects that are sensitive. If you see 2 tuners in the field at the same time you know something is wrong, so guess the non-tuner and puff: 3 cards + normal call + skill that went to waste &lt;&lt; Anonymous
anonymous response This is why you should all stop using battletraps they are already obsolete. Click on combinations of decoys like this and a slow combo never done damned because decent decks have some pitfalls that need to be disrupted at any time. &lt;&lt; anonymous anonymous response You can't just hit non tuner because the spirit of white comes first. You lose 1 If he sees you don't have any cards
that can react, then use Quarion. If you can react he'll go for the classic BESD synchro instead. He's definitely not wasting anything decides when to use them. &lt;&lt; Magi Magi's anonymous response in the DL would be excellent, opening up the huge possibility that the card could finally reach TCG. Anonymously this deck is highly overrated &lt;&lt; Anonymous anonymous response this deck is a benchmark for
the sustainability of other decks. Yes, he loses to some other decks, but any runaway deck has no chance of competing if he can't play through his expulsion and negation. therefore, yes, this deck is not the top tier, but it is among the top problematic decks. &lt;&lt; anonymous response ha-ha-ha! Tell that to lunatics, dragonunity, spiritual beasts. Decks that are not tiered but extremely problematic due to their
consistent otk factor. &lt;&lt; anonymous anonymous response? currently not even in &lt;&lt; anonymous anonymous response these days are Karakuri, Shiranui and Blackwings. The anonymous DM is the most ingenious deck of all time !!! It's  and at the same time unga-bunga the same  over and over again without the brain needed whatsover! And how come in every game I face they open the stick +
navi/DM , mind excuse me ? They open a more consistent stick when limited to 2 when unlimited WTF ??? &lt;&lt; Anonymous(Anonymous) Anonymous Reply Good, I don't care. You can always respond with someone 3 or 4 times stronger. It's a duel. Page 2 Table of contents Updated information Gouki Decklist updated. Gadget Decklist added. Thunder Dragon Decklist updated. Gouki and Thunder Dragon
have been promoted as the Tier 2 Deck. Blue-Eyes Synchro promotes itself as tier 3 deck. Blackwing Synchro, Cyber Dragon and Invoked Neos were demoted as Tier 3 Deck. Crystron, Masked HERO, Megalith and Shiranui Synchro have been removed from the list of levels. Blue-Eyes Synchro Decklist updated. The new/updated decks of the Gouki Deck Gadget Deck Thunder Dragon Deck Blue-Eyes Synchro
Deck Ritual Beast Deck Digital Deck Star Seraph Deck Hieratic Dragon Deck tier list NOTES GameA Tier List is primarily based on King of Games decks submitted by users. Tier leaf Decks in level 1 and 2 are the ones known to have achieved good success against other decks/players. Target decks Meta decks are decks often used by players in PvP. Target decks will often change depending on newer tabs or
strategies, so we will continue to update this page frequently so that everyone is informed about smaller decks. Tier 0 Tier 0 decks are decks that are completely dominated by the target and you either play the same deck or deck that completely counteracts it (but loses on almost any other deck). No deck can currently be classified as Tier 0 Tier 1 These decks are very well rounded. They have ways to deal with
almost every deck and have very few weaknesses themselves. DesperadoTier1CostPremium Noble KnightTier1CostExpensive Quick GraphDeckCostTierDesperadoPremium1Noble KnightExpensive1 Tier 2 Tier 2 decks have a little more level 1 deck, but the opponent needs to get them out early. GoukiTier2CostExpensive Ritual BeastTier2CostBudget - Expensive Thunder DragonTier2CostExpensive
WitchcrafterTier2CostExpensive Tier 3 These decks are very strong, but have either one big or lot of weaknesses. Blackwing SynchroTier3CostExpensive Blue-Eyes SynchroTier3CostExpensive Cyber DragonTier3CostExpensive Invoked NeosTier3CostPremium The Weather PainterTier3CostExpensive TriamidTier3CostBudget High Potential These decks are of high potential as Top Tier Decklist. Quick Chart
KOG Worthy and other decklists Note: To display KOG worthy and other decklists, click the link below: As for the comments on this page The forum of this site is to discuss not your decks, but Duel Links' tier sheet and current target. If you need help building a better deck, visit the On-Deck Counseling Forum. Since then, we've appreciated your understanding. Inappropriate comments will be deleted without any
notice. Hot New Top Anonymous 7 p.m. a few days ago, someone posted a link to a Japanese newspaper. But I forgot which page. Can someone share the link again? Thanks &lt;&lt; Anonymous 18hour before answering think this one?
E9%81%8A%E6%88%AF%E7%8E%8B%E3%83%87%E3%83%A5%E3%82%A8%E3%83%AB%E3%83%AA%E3%83%B3%E3%82%AF%E3%82%B9/%E3%83%A9%E3%83%B3%E3%82%AD%E3%83%B3%E3%82%B0/%E6%9C%80%E5%BC%B7%E3%83%87%E3%83%83%E3%82%AD%E3%83%AC%E3%82%B7%E3%83%94%E3%83%A9%E3%83%B3%E3%82%AD%E3%83%B3%E3%82%B0.html
&lt;&lt; anonymous before 6pm must mark the answer! &lt;&lt; Anonymous 18hour before reply Yes, thanks anonymous 17hour before 17hour Answer what a strange relationship I will be honest with you I thought was some kind of trolling at first glance but &lt;&lt; It wasn't Anonymous 14 days ago The only deck that I don't think should be on the list is Megalith because I haven't seen any of them and no
megalithic deck has been on the previous which list &lt;&lt; Anonymous Beaver 2 days ago Answers Just a game Replace any level of 1/2 deck and replace/add the dabrov warrior in it &lt;&lt; Anonymous (Beaver) Beaver Support 2 days ago Reply add 3 copies and it will be called Beaver Warrior deck ft .. (inserted deck name) engine. &lt;&lt; Anonymous(Beaver Support) Anonymous 2days ago Response I can
already see YouTube video: BEAVER WARRIOR OTK DECK (ft. Neos-Invoked-Ritual-Beast Engine) &lt;&lt; Anonymous Beaver Mechanic 2 days ago Answer It's not an engine, but a 2000 IQ device! Anonymously, 14 days ago, the entire target was rebuilt. but we didn't have to get new decks, kinda cool &lt;&lt; Anonymous 6 days ago Answer Even if we get it,we'll all cry because iTs OpResIvE aNd BuSTed
&lt;&lt; Anonymous Anonymous before 3day Answer double cup ace always broke Anonymous 4 days ago Only 1 budget deck now, we can't get the meta deck out of the mini box anymore? &lt;&lt; Anonymous 4 days ago If you play the game consistently for at least a year, even as PURE F2P, you can easily BUILD 2-3 2-3 above decks. Gem management, as ALWAYS. I proved it. &lt;&lt; Anonymous 4 days
ago Reply F2p for 2 years and I have more than 10 decks with me. Some people just spent all the jewels on garbage packets and then started complaining about everything. &lt;&lt; Anonymous 3 days ago Replies but by the time you build decks they are no longer good &lt;&lt; Anonymous 3days before answers Ah, fighting f2p. That's why I've saved f2p gems for all the staples, but I don't have a deck to play
them in. Anonymous 4 days ago Blue Eyes are tier 2 and Guess Anonymous Gamea tier list is an actual tier sheet unlike side deck tier lists of duel links meta &lt;&lt; Anonymous anonymous response I will not be able to use them if I do not have all the cards anyway. Knowing how to play doesn't necessarily mean I want to use them. It's a one-dimensional mind. The information can also be useful to figure out
how to counter a particular deck or find out more efficient construction. &lt;&lt; Anonymous 18 days ago Answer is there a Japanese list? &lt;&lt; Anonymous 14 days ago Answer ok hater &lt;&lt; Anonymous 5 days ago Reply that DLM take the side of the deck into account, but ... The side decking is something they invent themselves! We don't have a side deck when we climb to rank for KoG or climb in the KC
Cup. Dr. Agon 11 days ago Cyber dragon tier 2... Triamides, time painters and megaliths tier 3... What a joke on the list. &lt;&lt; Anonymous (Dr.Agon) Anonymous 10 days ago Answers Those decks are really good. You may not know how they work &lt;&lt; Anonymous 10 days ago Reply probably salty that the deck he uses doesn't appear in the Anonymous list 14 days ago the new Hieraz deck looks like it's
honest &lt;&lt; Anonymous 12 days ago Replies hieratics turn 1: pass &lt;&lt; Anonymous 12 days ago Reply anything else to say &lt;&lt; Anonymous anonymous 11 days ago Answer hieratic best monster not playing hieratic decks , but in TD or BE. He's said enough. Also, it's useless at turn 1. infinite ray 14 days ago guys said the last box was bad, but at least two decks are top notch today thanks to that &lt;&lt;
Anonymous (infinite ray) Anonymous 12 days ago Answers about which decks are you talking about? The noble knight was already a target before this box poor boy 15 days ago Why is this list so different from DuelLinksMet? How to classify decks? &lt;&lt; Anonymous (poor boy) Anonymous 15 days ago The DLM response is based on its own tournaments that include its own format (with side decks). I'm not
sure what this list is based on. &lt;&lt; Anonymous (poor boy) YEET 15 days ago Answer There are NOTES there writes that GameA Tier List is primarily based on the decks of the Game King sent by users. &lt;&lt; Anonymous (YEET) Anonymous 15 days ago Answer And that, in my opinion, makes this list more reliable Anonymous 15 days ago Too many level 3 decks ... What in the list. &lt;&lt; Anonymous 14
days ago Answer awesome anyway, it means a Decks are very, very competitive Duel links pro Gamea tier list actually follows the format of ladders and duel links where duel links meta tier list is only the best of the 3 formats of game wins here we need kc cup and worlds tier list is not the best of 3 side deck b*** &lt;&lt; Anonymous(Duel links pro) Anonymous response There is actually no reason for ladder tierlist
because you can get to anyone with basic any deck and this whole format is not competitive. &lt;&lt; Anonymous (Duel links pro) Anonymous answer yes, the problem with the DLM tier list is that it is determined by its own tournament, therefore the list of levels changes frequently, because it is based on which deck accidentally wins the tournament at the time, instead of what is actually the target in Duel Links.
&lt;&lt; Anonymous Response Tierlist is only useful for competitive parts of games, and either ladder is not at all competitive &lt;&lt; Anonymous Anonymous Response ^x2 Not to mention the side pool . .
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